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About This Game

Escape Goat is a puzzle platformer where you take control of a goat, who has been imprisoned for witchcraft, and overcome
traps and obstacles to escape the Prison of Agnus. Fear not, for with your supreme agility, sturdy horns, and the help of a magic

mouse friend, you can turn the tables on foes and use the environment to your advantage.

Ten unique zones to conquer. Can you reach and rescue the friendly sheep in each?

Tackle over 50 rooms of puzzles. Find hidden machinery and destructible elements to transform them and reach the
exit!

Built-in, fully featured level editor. Create, modify and share entire game worlds.

Escape Goat reigned for 20 months at the #1 spot on the IndieGamerChick leaderboard (November 2011-July 2013)!

The sheep are slumbering... can you awaken them all?
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way to expensive.. Terrible game.. Great puzzle-game with a very nice artstyle. Good and easy riddles, a little bit short. Watch
my video of the first levels or try the demo. I recommend the game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/y9HGjd644Q0. TL;DR: Awesome party game if you have many friends.
At first, I thought this game was boring playing single- and two-player games. After playing a 7-player game now I know that
this game gets much better with more people playing. We all enjoyed it even though the input lag was terrible on the projector
we used (not a problem with the game). I will recommend using more than one keyboard when playing a 4+ player game.
Setting up a game with many players is fast and anyone can participate because the game is so simple.. The game is making alot
of progress. There is still a steep learning curve and the lack of creating twine is difficult for beginners lol. A truly amazing
concept, I have played for just over an hour now and each time I play its a different challenge and I love that.
I am looking forward to seeing the content the developer adds and think it great that the developer is bug fixing so much already
and shows no signs of stopping with the game.

100% recommend this game
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Fun game indeed! This game is so addictive and challenging!!

It ain't easy to handle a drop for it's journey ;). Okay... so, I was going to make a review of this game AFTER I finished the
game atleast once, but I can't seem to get past a certian part of it.

So, instead, I'm going to write a review right now. (I tried my best to make this a spoiler-free review)
1st of all, this game is INCREDIBLE, period. This is one of my favorite RPGs of all time (next to "The Legend of Zelda:
Breath of the Wild"). The graphics and anime art style are adorable, colorful and really suits the game, along with character
designs that are, of course, really unique, and great level design. The soundtrack is pretty incredible, and the battles (including
the enemy and boss designs) are pretty cool. And one other thing that REALLY strikes me about Gaia's Melody: Echoed
Melodies is it's f--king STORY. The story and events from what I've seen so far are, while pretty fricking amazing, are also
pretty emotional and heart-breaking. I f--king lost my s--t when a certian girl (won't say who) was killed right infront of me. But
anyhow, let's just move on...

 This game actually reminds me of other past RPGs that I'm sure many people grew-up with, like "Chrono Trigger" for the
Super NES. I also know that there are multiple endings in this game, witch is pretty nice. This game also has an "Always Sprint"
option, witch is nice, but what really caught my attention is that you can have 20 game files... (x_x)

So, onto the pros and cons of this game:

+ PROS:
+Great (and some-what dark) story
+Extremily useful items
+Amazing and charming anime art style and characters
+Multiple endings (though I haven't reached any yet)
+Map\/world\/erea design
+Swapable party members
+Amazing soundtrack
+ALOT of gameplay
+Battling system is pretty sweet
+...As well as bosses (though some are pretty difficult)
+Infinite sprint option!
+20 game files!!
+After a while, you can actually start to feel and care about your freinds
+Alot of unique ideas (trust me)
+Contoller support
+Some-what comedic writing
+You can zoom in in certain ereas to find hidden crap
+Worth playing at full price (atleast for me)
+..and more

- CONS:
-Some graphical and collition-detection issues that accured last time I played
-I would of loved to see the characters where different stuff when you equip stuff onto 'em
-Sometimes isn't really clear what to do
-The frame rate can sometimes temperarily drop
-This game doesn't get NEAR enough love! (lol)
-It's kinda rare, but there's this bug where the game closes itself out randomly, so if you play this game, make sure to save often!

So, all in all, this is an AMAZING game. I'd call it a masterpiece if it weren't for some tiny issues here and there. And I'm not
really a person who uses RPG Maker all the time, but after I've seen THIS game, I really wanna try it and eventually get around
to making my own game project! :)

OVERALL:
9.9\/10
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Game while reguarding all the little issues:
10\/10

UPDATE: I found out what I was suppose to do, witch now makes me feel like a total d-----s because it was so obvious. I'll
probably be updating this review when I get atleast 1 ending.

UPDATE 2: M'kay, I just got an ending... oh, you expected me to say more? S--t.. So this is our 2nd GP35 from DTM and TBH
it holds up to there other work.

Pros:
great sound
WP box cars
Brake cylinder animations <--- for reals the little things matter
custom break script <--- a breath of freash air compared to the stock controls
animated doors, windows and mirrors

Cons:
none

I thnk outside of steam DTM offers the GP35 in many other livery but I hope to see more like the ATSF and Conrail make
there way to steam.. First VR game I could get both my 7-year-old son and my wife into, great memories for them. At the end
of the video you hear my son tell my wife he's proud of her, lol. The option to have someone in VR and a 2nd person with a
controller is awesome! I hope more cooperative games like this come to VR.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXHIVChcFm8. Death Skid Marks is a fun game but it is way to RNG based.

you pick a car and as you play you can add up to 3 other passengers. you can arm them with melee or ranged weapons or even
give them the ability to repair, heal, or arm them with 1 use weapons (mines, bricks, missiles, ect). they each have different
states that you can boost as you play. the point is to find a concert ticket for all your people as you try to take out most anything
else on the road.
6.5\/10 fun game but needing the stars to align just right to win is a bad flaw.. With Moorhun games it's hit or miss
The same can also be said about casual-ware

If you're looking for a practical fun game that can be played in small
segments and doesn't require a lot of loading or setup, Strike's Back
is a satifying game to open\/close in between spreadsheets during your work day

It takes a lot from the catapult idea in Angry Birds but then applies the concepts introduced in
the original 80's board game 'Crossbows & Catapults.'

Like Bubble Pop and Match 3 titles you find yourself repeating early levels for better scores and
more coins used to unlock better pieces and weaponry for your castle.. This game is goddamned incredible and you should
support the developers by buying it.. Humorous writing.
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